What are the different seating options for Wedding and
any events that Most commonly used!
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1) Chiavari Chairs - This seating options is one of the
elegant seating options outhere! It comes with variety of
colors and materials. Seat cushions can also comes in
various colors, fabric, and styles. Chiavari chairs often
use in any formal event such as Weddings, Couple's
Anniversary, Quinceanera or 16th birthday to name a few.
Please remember, this kind of chair is not a good option if
your event will be in a grassy area. When it comes to
transport it, it needs more space due to Chiavari chairs do
not easily folded like other chairs.
To Buy: $30-35
To Rent: $7-10
2) Ghost Chairs - This Chairs is made of clear plastic. It
is very Trendy, Dramatic, very modern look kinda chair. It
is one of the expensive chair you can buy out there.
Special note:
Two Different kinds of Ghost chairs you can buy: It is your
own choice which one will works for you.
a) Real/ Genuine Polycarbonate Ghost chair - This is the
most expensive seating options you can buy and use it on
your events. It will cost you between $400-$450 per piece
to buy it! Chip resistance is less likely to chip and can
yellow over time and more likely to get scratch easily
because of the materials.
b) Knockoff Acrylic Ghost chair - You can buy it in
reasonable price. Amazon sells it for $97-100 per piece.
Chip resistance is more likely to chip. Do not yellow over
time.
To rent: $13-18
This seating options is come also with armless, barstool,
tall barstool with back and children's chairs with arm
rest.
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3) Folding Garden Wooden Chair - This seating options is often
used for outdoor events, tent weddings and ceremonies that
will held outdoors. This will work better in Grassy area. It's
comes with different color such as white, natural wood or
walnut color folding chair. This chair is obviously is easiest
one to transport because of the folding system.
To Buy: $35-40
To Rent: $3-5

Other chairs options
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Same as family of Chiavari Chairs just with different designs
of backing.
Sapphire style chair - To rent $10-12
Diamond Style chair - To rent $10-12
Oscar Style chair (with big O on the back) To rent $12-15
Rustic Crossback chair style - To rent $12-15

4) Banquet Chairs - This seating options commonly used in Hotel or any Banquet Halls. They are not elegant as Chiavari or Ghost
chairs so most couple's or celebrant is often to rent a chair covers and put chair decor to achieve the elegant part of their
guest table settings.
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What are the different kinds of Chairs Covers?
(Most commonly used in Wedding and Any Events)
1) Scuba Chair Cover - It is very durable and very easy to care for. Fits to most types
of chairs
2) Satin Bag Wrap - This is an inexpensive style and it's available in different colors.
They require ironing or pressing to keep the clean appearance. Just a friendly reminder:
Make sure you bring a fabric steamer with you at all times when you are setting up on
your events. You don't know when you are going to need them.
3) Spandex or Lycra Chair Cover - This is very durable and very low maintenance kinda
chair cover. It provides a clean and modern look. Easy to set- up!
4) Chameleon Tafetta Wrap Chair Cover - Its is very durable and light weight chair
covers. Fits all chair sizes due to the way it made.
5) Giselle or Rouched Chair Cover - It is very durable and easy to care for. The back of
this particular chair cover is very stylish, suited to both modern and traditional
theme events.

Two Chair Covers that need to avoid:
* Polyester Visa and Chameleon Tafetta (one size) - both are not versatile and does not
fit great in some chairs due to its fitted form and the way it made! So please BEWARE!
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Be Creative!
What are the Different kinds of Chair Decors/ accents?
(Most commonly use in the Wedding and any Events?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
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Fresh and artificial flowers, To buy: varies
Big flower artificial chair band, To buy: $8
Fresh or artificial greeneries, To buy: varies
Velvet ruffle stretch chair decor. It comes in defferent colors, To buy: $3
Chair sash, To buy: 10/pcs for $14
Decorative brooches or buckles, To buy: $4-7
Feathers (comes in different color), To buy: $3-5
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Buy versus Rent? What is the best options?
Buy bulk/ wholesale commercial chairs
- if you are going to focus on chair, table and linens rental business
Buy 30 or less chair
- if you are going to use for personal or business for small events
Rent commercial chairs
- if you are just starting your rental business and you don't have enough money to purchase a big inventory.
- For Starter Decorator - if you are going to use for big events. It can be costly on your end
- if you will only needed for personal/one time use
Buy bulk/wholesale chair covers
- if you are going to focus on chair, table and linens rental business
Buy 30 or less
- if you are going to use for personal or business for small events
Rent chair covers
- if you are just starting your rental business and you are going to use for big events. Again,
It can be costly on your end
- For Starter Decorator - if you are going to use for big events. It can be costly on your end
- if you will only needed for personal/one time use
Buy Bulk/ wholesale Chair Decor, accents and embellishments
- if you are going to focus on chair, table and linens rental business
Buy 30 or less chair decor, accents, and embellishments
- if you are going to use for personal or business for small events
Rent Chair Decor, accents and embellishment
- if you are just starting your rental business and you are going to use for big events.
It can be costly on your end
- For Starter Decorator - if you are going to use for big events.
- if you will only needed for personal/one time use

Again,
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